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1. Idealize their childhoods = they think it is the best
2. Conduct research = do 
3. Peculiar to this country = مختص
4. Separated at birth
5. That is = یعنی
6. In a more positive light = optimistically
7. In my book = in my opinion
8. To be exposed to = در معرض
9. The older we get, the more nostalgic we get about the past
10. Mutual exclusivity = when two things cannot happen at the same time
11. The age of majority = when a human reaches 18
12. A legal term =  واژه حقوقی
13. Three factors are at play = effective
14. Upbringing =  تربیت
15. On probation =  آزمایشی
16. Children should be seen and not heard = children should be quiet
17. Criminal justice system = 
18. Exposed to or protected from sth
19. It is only normal = چیز خاصی نیست
20. Dwell on the negatives = focus on them
21. Makes us unhappy with our current lots = the present situation
22. Back then =  اون موقعا
23. Influence sth = change it
24. The adult you become is influenced by 3 main factors
25. Nurture, nature, the choices you make
26. Nurture has the greatest impact = effect
27. While there are many similarities, they are very different in many key 

ways = important ways
28. The role models
29. Throughout our childhoods
30. Many societies grapple with this issue = struggle 
31. Define an adult correctly



32. Children get treated more leniently = with kindness or less strictness
33. I would not wanna be the one making that decision
34. I am assuming
35. Wreak havoc = crate serious problems
36. Run the household = the most important person in a family
37. It is also true = 
38. Points of view = 
39. They must be Listened to = we should pay attention to them
40. A fine balance = تعادل ظریف
41. Darker sides of life = to be pessimistic 
42. Baddies are punished = bad people
43. Upset their peace of mind = ruin
44. My instinct is to say no =  دلم میگھ
45. As much = to that extent
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